IN DETAIL

Events with distinction

K

A memorable event Kim worked on was a
unique corporate transformation experience.
Kim was tasked with transforming a three
thousand square metre warehouse into
a cross between a mission statement,
interactive museum, and corporate roadshow.
The process took about five weeks, and
Kim was an essential part of the wider team,
translating brainstorming sessions into
tangible designs. She coordinated painters,
builders, audio-visual technicians and a variety
of specialists in order to achieve the vision.
For over 25 years, Kim and her team have
worked with a diverse range of clients, from
planning and decorating weddings for local
and international couples, to client events
for Harcourts, Christchurch Casino, Anna Sui,
Heineken, and Ballantynes to name a few.
Whether you are looking for bouquets and
wedding flowers, full wedding ceremony and
reception design and setup, or a wedding planner
to create the perfect destination wedding in New
Zealand, Kim Chan Events can make it happen.

iwi owned and operated, Kim Chan
Events is founded and run by Kim,
who has had a passion for arranging
flowers since childhood. After owning a
string of successful businesses, here and in
Hong Kong, Kim returned to her hometown,
Christchurch to start Kim Chan Events.
“I love to work with people, to help them
achieve their vision. Some just want a little
help here and there, while others want to
hand over the entire project or management
of their event to me. I love to create something
beyond the expected for them.”
The talented team of designers at Kim
Chan Events can take your ideas and
concepts and use their creative skills to turn
them into something truly memorable for
your wedding day.
“Our clients are continually amazed at what
we come up with. Regardless of your project
brief or budget, we welcome the opportunity
to turn your vision into reality and to delight
you with the results.”

kimchan.co.nz
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